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Reading and Writing with Little Wandle

● Little Wandle scheme of work - Autumn term Phase 2 hearing, identifying initial 
sounds and correct mouth shapes and enunciation crucial and use of 
mnemonics to support letter formation

● Spring term - Phase 3 - VC/CVC words
● Summer term Phase 4 - Spot the di/trigraphs
● ELG expectation

READING- Say a sound for each letter of the alphabet and 10 digraphs
Read words consistent with their phonic knowledge. Read aloud simple sentences an some 
common exception words
WRITING
Write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed
Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters
Write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others

Pronunciation of sounds watch video - important to keep the sounds short (more of 
a noise) https://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/resources/for-parents/

 

https://www.littlewandlelettersandsounds.org.uk/resources/for-parents/


Phonics terminology
● Grapheme - The written letter
● Phoneme - The single sound the letter makes
● Digraph - Two letters which make one sound - ch, sh, ng, etc
● Trigraph - Three letters which make one sound eg igh
● Speedy sounds
● Mnemonics - The saying that supports the letter formation - encourage 

children to say this as they form the letters to embed this into their learning
● Sound talk - oral blending
● Blending - signal for blending
● Segmenting - hands in the air, count sounds in words

Scaffolds 
● Sound buttons 
● Sound bars
● VC/CVC words

 



Sample lesson - Mrs Beaumont and Miss Ingram

        
Speedy sounds

Oral blending - eg top, hat, sit

Teacher led blending - big cards

Reading VC/CVC words using sound buttons and bars

Dictating words to spell - segmenting sound talk and use phoneme fingers, model drawing on the 
board

Model writing a short caption

Writing a sentence - What is a sentence  including simple punctuation - Capital and full stop

 



School expectations of parents
Support children by completing letter formation set in yellow phonic book each week - Focus on 
saying and remembering the sounds and correct letter formation (Make flashcards)

Reading scheme - When children can blend to read simple words and can say all letter sounds, 
they will receive a school Oxford Reading Tree book which matches their phonetic knowledge.

Please listen to them read every night (if only a few pages) and discuss the events in the 
story/information book.  Encourage them to predict events and retell parts of the story to ensure 
they understand what they have read.  Unpick new vocabulary

Point to the sounds as the children attempt to read and blend the sounds.  If they struggle, help 
them out and model re-reading the word

Record in the home school reading record book how your child has done with their reading

Books will be changed when the children are confident with reading the book with fluency

 


